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Having a brother or sister in the
Neonatal Unit (NNU)
What is the Neonatal Unit?
The Neonatal Unit (also called NNU) is a special ward in
hospital that looks after new babies who need a bit of extra help
after they are born.
We have one room called Intensive Care and when babies get
a bit better they go to other rooms called High Dependency and
Nurseries. Instead of cots, babies often sleep in a warm box
called an incubator.

Why do babies go to Neonatal Unit?
Babies born a bit early or who are unwell go to the unit.
Sometimes they may need a bit of extra help with breathing,
feeding and keeping warm.

When can I visit?
You can come and see your new brother or sister at any time,
as long as you are with your parents.
We ask you to take your coat off and wash your hands when
you come into the nursery, to stop any germs passing to the
babies.
We try and keep the rooms quiet so the babies can sleep, so try
to be as quiet as possible when you visit.

How long will my brother or sister stay in
NNU?
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It is hard to know how much time your baby will spend in NNU,
as all babies are different.
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What does the NNU do to help?
Breathing: Sometimes babies can’t breathe very well for
themselves and special machines in the NNU can help by
giving them extra oxygen through their nose or mouth.
Feeding: New babies can sometimes have trouble with
feeding, so we help by giving them milk through a tube which
goes into their nose and down into their tummy. This doesn’t
hurt them and usually they don’t even notice it is there!
Infection: New babies can catch germs which make them
unwell and get an infection, so we give them medicines known
as antibiotics to get rid of bugs. The best way to give these is
with a tiny tube put into their hand or foot.
Temperature: Sometimes babies find it hard to stay warm, so
we put them into a warm cot. When they come out for cuddles,
they have to be well wrapped up to keep them really warm.
Light treatment: Babies sometimes get a problem with their
blood which makes their skin go a bit yellow, called jaundice.
To help them, we put bright blue lights over their incubator and
give the babies sunglasses!

What can I do to help my brother or sister
while they are in hospital?
At the beginning, the nurses and your parents will do most of
the caring for your baby, but when they get a bit better you can
learn how to change their nappy or how to help feed them.
Babies like a quiet room to help them sleep and grow, so you
can help your brother or sister by being very quiet when you are
in the unit. You can bring in cards, pictures and toys to decorate
the area around their incubator. If you want to have a cuddle
with your new brother or sister, just ask one of the nurses;
gentle touching is good for your baby.

What can I do if I have a question?
The doctors and nurses looking after your baby will always help
you and answer any questions you have.
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